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> CatoCoin is the most-innovative Masternode/POS coin created
to date. Utilizing its revolutionary patent-pending technology,
CatoCoin solves the problems of
unsustainable ROI% and long term
viability.
Other coins have tried and failed to
solve these problems in various ways
such as initially offering high block
rewards, which leads to an oversupply of coins, or by offering low ROI,
which deters potential investors.
CATO
succeeds
where
other
coins have failed by way of
their
patent-pending
NextGen
Technology Masternodes, which is
one of the reasons CATO was listed
on CoinMarketCap in just 45 days.

What are NextGen
Technology
Masternodes?
In a word; Innovation.
By
developing
revolutionary
algorithms, known as ‘NextGen
Technology’ CATO has disrupted
the status quo where every coin is
simply a clone of another. NextGen
Technology allows CATO to adjust
rewards and collateral without requiring wallet updates, additional collateral, deactivating Masternodes, or
forking the blockchain.
CatoCoin is the only Masternode
coin in the world which can guarantee an ROI% by increasing collateral

Guarantee ROI%
Accepted by millions of
merchants worldwide
Investor portal
Catocasino coming
catocoin.net with CATO/fiat
exchange
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incrementally as nodes join the network. The amount of CATO
produced in each block also rises with the node count, but at a
lower percentage than the collateral increase, therefore alleviating early-adopter advantage, dramatically lowering the risk
of centralization, and reducing the effective emission rate.

CATO Opens the Market to
Non-technical Investors
CatoCoin understands that a significant obstacle to potential investors is the lack of cryptocurrency technical knowledge. In fact it’s likely only a very small minority will understand the difference between CATO and other Masternode
projects. So CATO is removing barriers and enhancing value
by way of innovative offerings such as their ‘Investor Portal’,
‘CatoCasino’, and the ‘Masternode Exchange’.
CATO’s revolutionary Investor Portal makes their NextGen
Masternodes available to anyone, regardless of their technical ability. This portal simply requires investors to send
a Wire Transfer or Cheque to CatoCoin platform HQ.
CATO is then purchased on an exchange, the NextGen
Masternode is created, and a CatoCoin Portal Account
is set-up for the investor to view their CatoCoin wallet,
all without the investor lifting a non-technical finger! By
removing the need for this technical knowhow, the CATO
team eliminates all non-monetary roadblocks to investing
in cryptocurrency, making CATO available to the world!
CATO has partnered with one of the world’s leading suppliers of online gaming to develop the CatoCasino, which is
due for release in Q4 2018. The CatoCasino allows patrons to
make wagers solely using CATO, thereby increasing demand
and creating scarcity for CATO.
The CatoCasino will have numerous games to engage all
types of users. Given the fact that the online gambling industry is forecasted to be a $60 Billion market by 2020, they
shouldn’t be lacking in participants.
In addition to the CatoCasino and Investor Portal, CATO will
be launching a Masternode Exchange where owners will
be able to buy and sell existing NextGen Masternodes (with
initial collateral requirements) on the CatoCoin Network. This
allows investors to realize the full value of their Masternode,
rather than selling CATO as individual coins.
Make no mistake, the CATO team is laser-focused on innovative solutions that will increase demand and generate
maximum returns for CatoCoin investors!
For more information: https://catocoin.net
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